Abstract. The derived functors introduced by Zuckerman are applied to the unitary highest weight modules of the Hermitian symmetric pairs of classical type. The construction yields "small" unitary representations which do not have a highest weight.
Introduction
Cohomological parabolic induction is a general algebraic method used to construct admissible representations of a real reductive group G from representations of a subgroup L of G. This type of induction was first introduced by Zuckerman in 1977 in unpublished lectures given at The Institute of Advanced Study. The main ingredients in the Zuckerman construction are what are now called the Zuckerman functors Y'. Using these functors he constructed representations Aq(A) that he conjectured to be unitarizable.
Vogan [14] has proven a stronger result that implies Zuckerman's conjecture: he showed that if a unitarizable (I, LnK)-module has infinitesimal character in an appropriate Weyl chamber, then the cohomological induced (0, K)-module is unitarizable. This result relies on a general vanishing theorem for the Y' : there is a distinguished index S, the so-called middle dimension, such that, if V satisfies the hypothesis of Vogan's theorem, then r'(V) = 0 if 1' ± S.
In this paper we construct some particular representations in a situation where the type of vanishing described above is no longer present. To describe these results we need some notation: let G be the universal covering group of a simple group that admits unitary highest weight modules. Let K1 be a subgroup covering a maximal compact subgroup. It is shown in [4] We study the Zuckerman functors at the reduction points of the family associated to the trivial representation of K . More precisely, we analyze the case when the Lie algebras of G and G1 are real forms of the same complex Lie algebra and, moreover, they both correspond to Hermitian symmetric pairs of classical type. In such a situation, we show that, if V denotes the irreducible (g, K )-module corresponding to a reduction point, then there is an index /, that depends on V, such that r'(V) is computable. Moreover, we prove that the resulting (g, K)-module is irreducible and unitary at least for every other reduction point. In many "good" cases, however, we actually have this result for all the reduction points. The precise statements are given in §7 (Corollary 7.2). The index mentioned above is what we call the "extreme dimension", that is, the first index such that the cohomology is nonvanishing. We can also determine the K-spectrum of Y1 (V) explicitly: it is mulitplicity free and the K-types form a cone in a lattice of rank less or equal to the real rank of both G and G . In particular, the lowest K-type of our representations is easily computed (Theorem 7.9) .
To this moment the only known classifications of unitary representations for large rank groups are those for GL(«, K) (K -E, C, H) [ 13] and for complex classical Lie groups [1] . In both cases all the unitary representations are obtained via induction or complementary series starting from basic building blocks which have small infinitesimal character and large annihilators. Our method gives a way to construct new representations with those characteristics starting from known ones (namely the unitary highest weight modules), in fact most of the modules we obtain do not have a highest weight (Corollary 7.11). This suggests that our representations could play a role in classification theories for the groups we consider similar to those cited above. They should also fit in Howe's theory of dual pairs.
There are two main steps in the proof of our results: first we give an abstract criterion for irreducibility and unitarity of the derived functors of certain representations (Theorem 5.7): we look at a highest weight module M that is completely reducible as a K-module. Let =2^ be the set of the irreducible representations of K occurring in M that contribute to the extreme dimension cohomology. We show that, if the infinitesimal characters of the elements of ¿2?0 are all in the same Weyl chamber and there is an element that is cyclic in Jzt hen the extreme dimension derived functor of M is irreducible and unitary.
We then give a complete description of the ê-structure of a unitary highest weight module for the Hermitian symmetric pair (g, K ) (Theorem 6.12). This DERIVED FUNCTORS OF UNITARY HIGHEST WEIGHT MODULES 705 allows us to apply our criterion to that case. Some case-by-case computations are needed; we give full details for type Cn only: the other cases can be handled in a fairly similar way.
In § §2 to 4 we give the basic results concerning Zuckerman and translation functors, and we prove a general fact about the behaviour under translation of the Shapovalov form.
In §5 we prove our abstract criterion for irreducibility and unitarity. In §6 we establish the structural result that allows us to apply our criterion to the case of Hermitian symmetric pairs of classical type.
In §7 we carry out the complete calculations for the type Cn case; the results for the other cases are only stated; we also give the explicit description of the K-spectrum of our representations and compute their lowest K-type.
Most of the material contained in this work is essentially the author's doctoral thesis given at Rutgers in 1988. He wishes to thank his thesis advisor, Nolan Wallach, for help and guidance. Many discussions with Dan Barbash were also very useful.
Notation
Let G be the universal covering of a connected real reductive Lie group and let AT be a maximal connected subgroup such that K/center G is compact. Let g0 and 60 be the Lie algebras corresponding to G and K respectively and let 6 denote the Cartan involution of g0 giving the Cartan decomposition 0O = i0 © p0 .
Let t0 be a Cartan subalgebra (C.S.A.) of É0 and let f)0 be the centralizer of t0 in fl0 ; then f)0 is a C.S.A. of g0 .
We denote the complexification of a real algebra by dropping the subscript. If a ç g is a subalgebra, we write ac = o n !, an = a n p ; in particular, if a is 0-stable, we have a-ac®an.
If E is a rj-module (resp. a t-module) and a € rj*, (a e t") is a weight for E, let Ea denote the a-weight space of E. Let Á denote the set of roots of g with respect to f) and let At = A, be the set of t-roots for g. If E ç g is ad(rj)-stable let A(E) be the set of roots occurring in E. If E is ad(t)-stable we let At(E) denote the set of t-roots occurring in E. If there is no chance for confusion we will drop the subscript.
Let q ç g be a 0-stable parabolic subalgebra with 0-stable Levi decomposition g = m © u. Fix A+ ç A a 0-stable positive system compatible with q.
Let n = £a6A+ 0Q , fa = f) © n, and set u = £_QeA(u) 0a ; we observe that u~ = z3-qga(u ) *a ■ ^et A+(*) be the positive system in A({) corresponding to felfee g is ad(h)-stable, let A+(E) = A(E) n A+ and p(E) = ± £a6A+(£) a. If E is ad(testable then set At+(E) = At(£)nA[ and p¿E) = ^a£4t(£)a.
In particular, we let p denote p(g) and pc denote pt(t).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 706 PIERLUIGI MÖSENEDER FRAJRIA We fix an ad-invariant and 0-invariant nondegenerate symmetric form ( , ) on g, thus ( , ), defines an isomorphism between f) and rj*. If X e h* we let ff, e f) denote the element corresponding to X under this isomorphism. Under this identification (, )t]Xt> induces a nondegenerate form on h* that we still denote by ( , ).
If o is a Lie algebra, let ¿7(a) be its universal enveloping algebra and Z(a) the center of U(a). If X e \)* is A+(m)-dominant integral and pet* is A+(mc)-dominant integral, we let F (À) and H(p) be the irreducible finite dimensional m and mc-modules having highest weight X and p.
Define the generalized Verma modules M(q,X) = U(g)®mF(X),
Let L(q,X) and Lc(qc, p) be the irreducible quotients of M(q,X) and
Mc(qc,p).
Let I m I be the conjugation of g with respect to g0. For X e g let X* = -X. We can extend to a conjugate linear antiautomorphism of U(q) ,
i.e., and (XY)* = Y*X*, X,YgU(q),
1=1.
If F is a g-module, a Hermitian form ( , ) on V is said to be g0-invariant if (Xv ,w) = (v, X*w) for X e U(q) , v , w e V.
Let m0 = m n g0 . We will always assume that F(X) admits an m0-invariant Hermitian form ( , )f(A) or equivalently that (2.2) X(H) = -X(H), H£\\).
If X € rj* satisfies (2.2) we say that X is purely imaginary. Given ( , )F(A) one can define a g0-invariant Hermitian form ( , ^ on M(c\,X).
The radical of this form is the maximal submodule of M(q, X), so ( , )A induces a form on any of its quotients and this form is nondegenerate on L(q, X).
Moreover, if F is a quotient of M(q, X), then the induced form is, up to a scalar, the only g0-invariant Hermitian form on V.
Let W = W(q, h) be the Weyl group of (g, h) and let Wc = W(t, t) be the Weyl group of (É, t).
If A e h*, let xA: Z(g) -* C denote the infinitesimal character corresponding to A via the Harish-Chandra homomorphism.
If M is a g-module, let M -{v g M\3n such that (x -X\(x))"v = 0 for 'a each x e Z(g)} .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3) and it is of finite length, then it is easy to see using induction on the length that there is N e N such that (2.4) MXA = {veM\(x-xA(x)fv = 0 Vx e Z(g)}.
If a c b are Lie algebras and F is a b-module, we set Va = {v e V\X ■ v = 0 for each X e a}. Proof. We prove the statement by induction on S -l(w). If l(w) = S, then (wp, a) < 0 for each a e A(uc). This implies that Lc(qc, wp -pc) M c(qc, wp -pc) (see [9] ). The result then follows from 3.1.
Let w e Wc satisfy the hypothesis and assume i = S -l(w) > 1. Assume also that the statement is true for any w' eWc that satisfies the hypothesis and such that S -l(w) we obtain the exact sequence
If p is integral and regular we see from 3.1 that
is exact and that, if r > i,
Hence, if we prove that Proof. In [3] it is shown that, as a i-module, r'(M)~/7'(ê,mc;Aic3>;r(tf)). It is easy to check that T1 is a well-defined isomorphism that intertwines n® L with L <g> trivial ( L is the left action of t on %*(K) ), then Tv(M) = Hi(t,mc;I®f).
For more details, see [17] . We also look at U(q) as an object of W(K) under Ad.
3.9 Theorem. If M e &(&, mc) and V ç {/(g) is a K-submodule, then the following diagram is commutative:
Proof. See [3 or 17] . D
We now want to relate the natural transformation Tv = Tv(-) with the duality transformation 8.
3.10 Lemma. Suppose F is a finite-dimensional object of W(K) and V g s/(t, mc). Then the following diagram is commutative:
Proof. We need to recall the definition of 0. Let
We pair As+i(t, /mc)* with A5"'(i/mc)* as follows: fix <* G A2S(t/mc)*, £ 5¿ 0, and define (a>, n) by (co, n)Ç = oe A rj for oe e A +!(ê/mc)*, n G A5-'(e/mc)*. Next we need to define an inner product on ß?(K). We do this as follows: let C be the center of K and C the set of unitary characters of C. and extending ( , )2 by bilinearity. We note that the integral in (3.11) is well defined since fg is C-invariant and K/C is compact; also, dkC has been We can now define a pairing between Cs+i(V®^(K)) and Cs~i(V®ßT(K)) by setting (3.13) (oe®X®f, n®v®g) = (oe, n)X(v)(f, g)2.
The duality transformation 6 is given by pushing down to cohomology this pairing; thus, to prove the lemma, it is enough to check that the following diagram is commutative:
That is, we must prove that
f,ge^(K).
To do this, let {xx, ... , xn) be a basis of F, {x1, ... , x"} its dual basis, and take {x , ... , x"} as a basis of Fv so that we can use {xx, ... , xn] as its dual basis. Let
Note thattV(A:) = c;¡(A:_1) so that (3.14) £Wry(*) = *W. We are now ready to compute
(by (3.14)) _i = ((o®X®x ® f, n ®v ®Xj® g). D 3.15 Corollary. Let F, V be as in 3.10. Let tj> be a t0-invariant Hermitian formón F and suppose there is a t0-invariant Hermitian form yi on V. Then the following diagram is commutative:
Proof. Consider the diagram expanded as follows:
The first square is commutative by the naturality of T_, the second by 3.10. a
Translation functors
In this section we study the so-called translation functors and their relationwith the Zuckerman functors. We turn our attention to highest weight modules and study how invariant forms behave under translation. Suppose now that p is purely imaginary and let 0 be a £0-invariant Hermitian form on F . We have the following. Proof. Tw is defined by restricting TF to Pi+wtl(Ti(Px(M)®F)) = r'(^+^(Af)).
The second statement follows from 3.15. D
For the rest of this section we assume that g0 is a compact real form of g, i.e., 9 = 1 and t0 = g0 .
If A G rj* is purely imaginary we normalize ( , )A on Af(A) by setting (1 ® 1, 1 ® 1)A = 1. With our assumption it also follows that ( , ) is positive definite on F. If w G W is fixed, let P = wA+ and Y = {A G h*\A purely imaginary and (A + p, a) > 0 Va G P} .
The following is the simplest form of the translation principle (see [10,18 or 12]).
Theorem. If X G Yn then (i) ^+"p+Wß(M(A))^M(A + wp). (Ü) xVf+p+w,i(L(A))^L(A + wp).
From now on we let xVWß denote VA++Pp+Wfl. The form (,) = (, )ß ® (, )A is clearly g0-invariant so i ' )\Vai,(MM)x'¥wß(M{A)) =C( ' )\+wn-Our aim is to prove that c > 0. This requires some preparation.
Let {px, ... , pd) be the weights of F counting multiplicities and assume that they are labeled in such a way that pi < pi+x. Fix {/,,..., fd} as an orthogonal basis of F so that fi G F and let i0 be the index such that pia = wp. there exists e > 0 such that, for each t > -e, A + tu G Yp. Fix one such e and, for each t G (-e, +oo), set <y(i) = co(A + tu), ci (t) = ci (A + tv + p) and, for each t > -e such that c/o(0#0,set u(t) = oe(t)/cio(i). We are about to prove the main lemma of this section. Before stating it we need to clarify some terminology. We say that v(t) can be continuously extended to (-e, +00) if there are continuous extensions of the c¡ l 's to (-£, +00).
If r0 G (-e, +00) we define limt;(0 = X;ii«lc//(0((ir/®l)®y;-) whenever the R.H.S. makes sense.
4.6 Lemma. u(f) can be extended continuously to (-£,+00). This extension is unique and it defines a nonzero element of x¥Wß(M(A+tv))A+tv+ for each t G (-£, +00).
Proof. First we need to assemble some facts:
(1) degc, =q. In particular, c, is not identically zero: by 4.5
with degp < q , where the f. } 's are polynomials in a¡ 7 and í. This is obvious. Because of ( 1 ), in order to prove the lemma, we have to show that lim, , u(t) exists and is nonzero for each f0 G (-£, +00).
Without loss of generality, we can assume t0 = 0. a)(t) = c¡o(t)((i®i)®f¡o)+ XcM«(r'®i)®./;.. and YS±T(V(X)) is a sum of m(X) copies of Lc(w(X)(X + pc) -pc). We note that (ii) implies that m(X0) = 1.
We claim that the Mype YS±T(V(X0)) ~ Lc(w(X0)(X0 + pc) -pc) is cyclic in YS±T(L(A)).
To prove this, let ux, ... , u,X) be an orthogonal basis of V(X)nc and let v{, ... , vm,x, be the elements in ¿P such that vi * u0 = u¿. We have proven that r^_r(L(A)) is irreducible. Obviously, the same proof gives the irreducibility of Y^+ (L(A)).
Since m(X0) = 1, t/(g)f, the centralizer of t in (7(g), acts on V(XQ) by a scalar.
Theorem 3.9 implies that t/(g)e acts on r5+r(F(>l0)) and rs_r(F(A0)) by the same scalar (see [3] ). Hence YS+T(V(X0)) and YS'T(V(X0)) are isomorphic as U(q) -modules.
Corollary 3.5 says that YS+T(L(A)) and YS~T(L(A)) are isomorphic as 6-modules, hence, a well-known result of Harish-Chandra [5] implies that there is a g-isomorphism &: YS~T(L(A))^YS+T(L(A)).
The map r*+r(( , )A)V °^: rs"r(L(A)) -(rs"r(L(A)))v defines a nondegenerate g0-invariant sesquilinear form on F^~ (L(A)) that we denote by ( , )r.
We can choose & so that ( , )r is Hermitian. This is true, for example, because m(X0) = 1 and YS~T(L(A)) is irreducible.
Recall that our basis of V(X)"C is orthogonal with respect to ( , )A . It is apparent from the explicit formula defining Y^+ (( , )A) (see the proof of 1. is orthogonal with respect to ( , )r. We now want to compute the signature of ( , )r: ( , )r|L(A)nc is positive definite so Corollary 4.8 implies that there is a positive definite form </>. on Fi such that the following diagram is commutative:
Hence, the rear top square of the following prism is commutative: 
Hermitian symmetric pairs
In this section we prove some structural lemmas that allow us to describe the structure of L(A)"r as mc-module in the case where both p and u are abelian; that is, when both (g, t) and (g, m) are Hermitian symmetric pairs. (see [7, 8, or 15] ).
6.2 Lemma. Let s < r and {yx, ... , ys} ç A(u) be a set of strongly orthogonal roots satisfying property (6.1 (1)). Then there is a positive system A+ c A compatible with q such that, if {nx, ... , nr} are the strongly orthogonal roots associated with A+ , then y¡ = r¡i., 1 < i < s. . In [15] , for each i = I, ... , r a subalgebra g( ç g is constructed having the property that (6.4) vj e S(u~ nflj.), j<i, and (6.4) rankE(g.ng¡) = ¿.
We remark that both v¡ and g-depend on the choice of A+ . Let A be the element of t* corresponding to Hx via ( , ). Let n be a long root in A and set A1 = j(n, n)A. The following result was first proved in [15] .
6.6 Theorem. There is a constant C = C(g¿), depending only on g¿, such that L(-zAx) is unitarizable with respect to g0 if and only if z = CR, R = 0, 1, ... , r -1, or z > C(r -1), z eR. Also, L(-zAx)^M (-zAx) ifz>C(R-\).
If A = -CRAX, R = 0,l,... ,r-l, then vi • 1A = 0 in L(A) for i>R.
We will be studying the Zuckerman functors of L(A) for A = -CRAX, R = 0, 1, ...,r-l.
Let ( , )A be the g0-invariant inner product on L(A). It is shown in [5] that the positivity of { , )A implies that L(A) satisfies condition (5.1). In order to implement Theorem 5.7 we need to know the structure of L(A)"C as an mc-module. The study of such a structure requires some preparation.
Let l0 = g0 ng¿ and I = (l0)c . 8, defines a Cartan involution on l0 giving From now on we fix a positive system A+(mc) c A(mc). Let n = rankc(g) and {tj}i=l n be a basis of t0 with tx -Hx and t2 = H0. Assume also that, if A+ is the corresponding positive system, then A+(mc) c A+ . Let A+ be the positive system obtained by substituting -H0 with H0 in the definition of t2.
Clearly both systems are compatible with q . Set m^" = 2^QeA+(m ) mca • 6.7 Lemma. As mc-modules, unX and un2 are irreducible.
Proof. We need to show that dim((uw)m') = 1, í = 1,2. Let Xß G (unl)m'
and n G A+(mn) ; then (ß + n)(H0) = 2, thus ß + n $ A. This implies that [^,^1 = 0, hence Xß G umnn . Since u is irreducible ([g, g] is simple), we have that If ri = rankR(l' n l0), let yn < ■■■yir be the strongly orthogonal roots associated to A+(l') in A(uJ.
Observe that A(unl) and A(un2) are mutually strongly orthogonal roots; thus, {y(. ■} is a set of strongly orthogonal roots. In particular, rx + r2< r.
6.8 Lemma. The set {y,,},=1 2-k/o satisfies (6.1 (1)).
Proof. We note that, with respect to A+ , if a e A(unl), ß G A(uc), and y G A(un2), then a > ß > y. Therefore, if y, < • • ■ < yr are the corresponding strongly orthogonal roots, we have that, by construction, y. = y2¡, I < / < r2. this implies that {y2j} satisfies (6.1(1)).
Analogously, we see that, if y, < ■ ■ ■ <yr are the strongly orthogonal roots associated to A+ , then yf. = y1(., 1 < i < rx. D
The obvious generalization of Proposition 6.3 applied to I implies that S(u~) is multiplicity free as an mc-module and the highest weights (w. r. t. A+(mc.)) are precisely those of the form: H = -¿Zaijyij> aiX>--->air>0, fly6N, i=l,2. Such an order clearly exists since aih < ajk if h> k . Let {yx,..., yr +r} be the set {y,-} reordered according to < (i.e., yi < y.
iff i < j ). Set hi, Hi, t+ , t" , and 5" as in the proof of 6.2. Set
Clearly A0 is a root system. The choice of an ordered basis B+ of t+ determines a positive system AjcA0. We choose B+ so that A0 n A+(mc) c Aq . Let B = B+ U 5~ be the ordered basis of /t0 defined as in 6.2. Let P(M) be the positive system corresponding to this choice of B . The positive system P(M) and the ordered set {y(.} satisfy the following properties.
Lemma. (1) A+(mc) C P(M).
(2) If {nx, ... , r\r) are the strongly orthogonal roots associated to P(M), then yt = rji, 1 < / <rx>r2. Lemma 5.8 of [15] proves by an obvious induction that the coefficient of FJs Y*s is nonzero in (6.15) . This implies that u ^ 0.
Since the decomposition (6.14) is invariant under mc and since A+(mc) c P(M), it follows that u G S(u~)m< .
S(u~) is multiplicity free, thus there is c G C such that (6.16) cu -v .
Since v = u moduJSXu-), it follows that In this section we apply the results of § §5 and 6 to the case when [g, g] is of classical type. In what follows we identify t and t* via ( , ) and adopt the standard " £( " notation for roots and weights. Firstly we give the two main statements: the unexplained notation is as in §6 (see Tables 7.12 and 7.13 for the various data in each particular case).
7.1 Lemma. Suppose that i?G{0,...,r-l} satisfies the conditions given in Table 7 .13. Then there exist M0 G Nr' x N1"2 and i e {0, ... , R} such that Since X(M)) + pc is integral, the induction hypothesis implies that
Thus, the regularity of X(M) + pc implies our claim. A similar argument shows that, if /0 < i and j > j0, then t]j-nj fi A+(M). This proves the first part of the statement. To complete the proof, assume l(Af) = R. Suppose that i < i0 adn j > jQ , then (X(M) + pc, rii-nj)=j-i-R>(j0-i0) + 2-R=l>0. o
Recall that S denotes dim uc.
7.7 Corollary. Suppose that X(M) e S?.
Proof. Assume that \(M) < R. If nl. -r\} G A+(Af), then, by 7.5, i < i0 and j > j0 . Therefore 0<(X(M) + pc,tli-nj)^j-i-R.
Hence, j-i> R. Since i(M) < R, then j0-iQ = l(M)-1 < R-1. Therefore there is i <r < i0 and j0 < s < j such that s -r -R ; thus, We now compute the A"-spectrum and the lowest K-type of the derived functor modules considered in Corollary 7.2.
Let w0 be the longest element of Wc such that w^l(A+(t)) 2 A+(mc) and set vôj = wo(Pôj)> S=l,2, j=l,...,rs.
For the rest of this section we identify .K-types with their highest weight.
7.9 Theorem. The K-spectrum ofY6;_r(V) is multiplicity free. Moreover, there is X0 G t* and 0 < i < R such that Proof. We saw in §5 that A"C) u{q,n + \-q) 5zIei~ï5Iei i? < r, + r2 and, since jx(M) < i and j2(M) < R-i. D Table 7 .14. Type An . Notation as in Table 7 .13, i as in 7.9. Notation as in Table 7 .13. In the proof of Lemma 7.1 we gave an explicit procedure to compute M0 and thus X0 in the Type Cn case. Such a procedure applies to all cases with minor modifications: we list the result of such calculations in Tables 7.14, 7.15, and 7.16. From our expression for X0 it is also possible to compute directly the parameter X(XQ) associated to the lowest .K-type of a representation by Proposition 5.3.3 of [12] . The infinitesimal character of r^_r(L(A)) is given by A + ^(A+), where A+ is any positive system compatible with q .
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